Literature for SIMM41, Social Science: Methods for Research in the Social Sciences applies from autumn semester 2017

Literature established by Graduate School Board on 2017-06-12 to apply from 2017-08-28

Becker, Howard S. (1998) Tricks of the Trade: How to think about your research while you’re doing it. Univ. of Chicago Press. 233 pages
ISBN: 0-226-04123-9 (inb.) ;

ISBN: 0-520-07320-7 (inb.)


ISBN: 978-0-511-42920-0 (electronic bk.)


ISBN: 0415776279


ISBN: 0-7658-0944-3 (pbk.)


ISBN: 9781849203234 (hbk.)


ISBN: 978-1-4462-6830-8

1576 pages in total

**Students choose one of the following articles:**


Latour, Bruno (2013) "War and Peace in Ecological Conflicts: Lecture for the Peter Wall Institute, Vancouver." Internet source.

